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What’s New in Version 19.12
Exchange Pro 19.12 includes support for Windows Server 2019 Domain Controllers and a configurable setting to
copy AD permissions to mailboxes on Office 365. This release also includes fixes and changes to address issues
discovered since the release of version 19.6.
The release version number represents the year and month of the release (19.12). The last GA release of Exchange
Pro was 19.6 released in June 2019.

Release Notes 19.12
•

Windows Server 2019 Domain Controllers are now supported. (1162)

•

A configurable setting has been added to the E2EAppSettings.config file to copy AD permissions to
mailboxes on Office 365.
Property Name: O365ForestManuallySynced
Default value: false
When set to "true", AD permissions will be updated on the target mailbox on Office 365.
This setting uses the 'Delegate Discovery' process to find mailbox trustees. The default (and minimum)
interval for the discovery process is one hour. Wait for the trustee permissions to be populated by the
discovery process before migration. Use the View Delegates option to verify users and permissions.
(14967/1325)

•

The Binary Tree Product Password Updater application is now available. This application allows you to
easily change encrypted SQL Authentication passwords. (1376)

•

To reduce confusion during auto-licensing, the log level when the selected license user is no longer
available in Office 365 tenant has been changed from "Information" to "Warning." (2171)

•

An issue where Public Folder to Office 365 Group migrations usi ng Outlook 2010 resulted in MAPI errors
has been resolved. (68034)

•

An ADProperties parameter has been added to improve the Discovery process for projects with Exchange
servers in geographically dispersed data centers. (68079)
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Learn more about Binary Tree
For more information on Binary Tree, visit us at www.binarytree.com/company/about-binary-tree.
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